Suffolk
WINDOW COLLECTION

Express your Personality

Introduction
In today’s modern world, it may
be a fair assessment that with the
advancement and excitement of
technology, we can overlook the
qualities of traditional design.
So when products are created that
combine all that is new together with
traditional craftsmanship, the visual
and practical benefits are immense.
The Suffolk Window Collection
has been created as a result of the
phenomenal success of the Suffolk
traditional, classic and contemporary
range of entrance doors.
Suffolk Windows are made using all of
today’s modern and robust materials,
but manufactured to incorporate the
best of yesterday’s period aesthetics.

Energy Efficiency
Although traditional in their design,
Suffolk Windows use the very latest
technology to ensure they are energy
efficient.
The combination of thermally efficient
frame and glass results in a window
that will help to reduce any heat loss
from your home and may consequently
save you money on home heating.

Building on Tradition
Suffolk Windows are produced using
top grade PVC-u profiles that have a
superior woodgrain effect finish and
a number of features reminiscent of
traditional timber windows.

Scribed Transom
& Mullion Joints

External bar to emulate
traditional putty line effect

Fully Scribed Internal
Georgian Grille Detail

Styles & Finishes
The range of Suffolk designs and colours are endless. All Suffolk
Windows are made to your specific style and size to ensure you
maintain the preferred appearance of your home.

White Woodgrain

Together with timber effect foils and joints, dummy sashes are fitted
to all fixed panes to provide glass panes equal in size, as was the case
with many traditional built windows.
A beautiful range of woodgrain finishes are available that include both
light and dark wood effects, matching most property requirements.

Light Oak

Alternatively, why not choose your own painted finish? As well as
white and the traditional woodgrain colours, Suffolk Windows are
available in almost any colour.
Rosewood

Any Colour... Really?
Yes really! Kolorbond is a well established, durable, three
coat paint finish designed specifically for PVC-u Products.
So whether your preference is traditional, classic or
contemporary you will find a colour to suit your taste and
property style.
And better still, the colour is sprayed onto a woodgrain
finish, so your windows have the appearance and texture
of a timber window, but with the low maintenance, durable
properties of modern PVC-u.

Glazing Options
Numerous glazing options will help complete the look of your
home. Choose from a leaded pattern or maybe a Georgian
bar effect and see how you can incorporate new and modern
technology with your traditional requirements.
Technology such as ‘Ali-Lock’ for
example, where Georgian bars are
applied to a full length aluminium
backing strip in order to prevent
any movement.

Finishing Touches
For the ultimate in traditional timber appearance
a superb ‘monkey-tail’ handle set is available.

With a choice of four
colours, this range of
furniture really does add
the finishing touch to a
traditional style window.

Style can be enhanced further
with ornamental peg stays
(also available in the above
four colours). These decorative
options may help the window
to blend more sympathetically
with some interiors, particularly
suited to period properties.

W ithout Compromise
The very latest security features have
been engineered to fit all styles of
Suffolk Windows to ensure your safety
and security is never compromised.
With the simple turn of a handle, every
window is secured by ten locking points
on all four sides of the opening sash,
giving you complete reassurance and
peace of mind.
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In keeping with market trends and improvements we reserve the right to change specifications accordingly and without notice

Suffolk

